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Abstrat
We develop methods to extrat resonane widths from nite volume spetra of
1+1 dimensional quantum eld theories. Our two methods are based on Lüsher's
desription of nite size orretions, and are dubbed the Breit-Wigner and the im-
proved mini-Hamiltonian method, respetively. We establish a onsistent frame-
work for the nite volume desription of suiently narrow resonanes that takes
into aount the nite size orretions and mass shifts properly. Using preditions
from form fator perturbation theory, we test the two methods against nite size
data from trunated onformal spae approah, and nd exellent agreement whih
onrms both the theoretial framework and the numerial validity of the methods.
Although our investigation is arried out in 1+1 dimensions, the extension to physi-
al (3+1) spae-time dimensions appears straightforward, given suiently aurate
nite volume spetra.
1 Introdution
Two-dimensional eld theories have attrated quite a lot of interest for deades, partly
beause they are onsidered to be theoretial laboratories for the development and testing
of quantum eld theory methods. The present paper an be onsidered as one more step
along this line, taking up the issue of developing methods to extrat resonane parameters
from nite volume spetra.
The framework of two-dimensional eld theory is partiularly well adapted to this
problem beause non-integrable ases are inreasingly better understood. In integrable
1
theories there an exist stable exitations whose deay into lower mass partiles would
in priniple be allowed by their mass and onserved internal harges, but is prevented
by the innitely many integrals of motion underlying integrability. However, by adding a
perturbation that breaks integrability one an obtain a muh riher phenomenology. At the
same time, the underlying integrable model provides us with very powerful tools: rstly,
the exat spetrum, sattering theory and form fators at the integrable point are known,
and seondly, form fator perturbation theory (FFPT) [1, 2℄ an give a predition for the
mass shifts, phase shift orretions and deay widths when the non-integrable perturbation
is swithed on. Therefore the phenomenology is under rm ontrol, whih makes these
theories into a very onvenient testing ground
1
.
On the other hand, there exists a rather remarkable tool to ompute nite size spetra
in two spae-time dimensions, known as trunated onformal spae approah (TCSA),
originally developed in [4℄ and arried further in many papers, in partiular [5, 6, 7℄.
Reently, Delno et al. [2℄ gave a detailed desription of the FFPT framework for the
deay widths and performed alulations for the Ising model. They also proposed a way
to extrat the deay width from the nite size spetrum. However, the theoretial relation
to the nite volume spetrum was determined inorretly as we show in setion 3.2.1. In
addition, they ould not reah the required preision to extrat any quantitatively useful
information from the TCSA spetrum either. In the ourse of our investigation we also
present an improved realization of their proposal whih is onsistent with a Breit-Wigner
resonane desription, and demonstrate its quantitative validity using a more advaned
TCSA analysis. In addition, we extend our onsiderations to another prominent example
of non-integrable eld theory, the double (two-frequeny) sine-Gordon model.
We set out to formulate and test methods to extrat (partial) deay widths of unstable
partiles (resonanes) from nite volume spetra, using the ideas in [8℄ as a starting point.
In partiular we develop new and eient methods to extrat the tiny eets of a narrow
resonane with high preision, and test them in the framework provided by two-dimensional
quantum eld theories. We examine the saling Ising model with a thermal and magneti
perturbation (i.e. a ontinuum version of the familiar two-dimensional Ising lattie away
from ritial temperature and in a magneti eld) and the double (two-frequeny) sine-
Gordon model, sine these are the most studied examples of non-integrable quantum eld
theories in two dimensions (see the referenes given in setions 2.2 and 2.3). However,
the methods we develop to extrat the deay widths are very general, and their higher-
dimensional extension seems to be rather straightforward.
The paper is organized as follows. Setion 2 introdues the framework of form fator
perturbation theory and gives the theoretial preditions for the two models onsidered.
Setion 3 is devoted to the theoretial development of the methods used to extrat the deay
widths from nite volume spetra, and examines the onsisteny between them. Setion
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It is also possible for resonanes to our in an integrable eld theory, as e.g. in the homogeneous
sine-Gordon models [3℄, but the nite volume spetra of these models are not suiently understood for
the purposes of the present investigation. In addition, the framework of perturbed integrable eld theories,
in whih the deay an be swithed on with the integrability breaking perturbation, provides us with a
very useful ontrol parameter, i.e. the perturbing oupling, whih an be used to tune the resonane width.
2
4 is devoted to the speiation of numerial methods and extrapolation proedures used,
and ontains a disussion of the soures of numerial errors. We present and disuss our
numerial results in setion 5, and onlude briey in setion 6. Two tehnial details are
relegated to separate appendies: one is the FFPT derivation of the relevant deay width
in the double sine-Gordon model and the other is the detailed alulation performed to
examine the onsisteny of the methods developed in setion 3.
2 Unstable partiles and form fator perturbation the-
ory
2.1 General formalism
In the framework of onformal perturbation theory, we onsider a model with the ation
A(µ, λ) = ACFT − µ
∫
dtdxΦ(t, x)− λ
∫
dtdxΨ(t, x) (2.1)
suh that in the absene of the oupling λ, the model dened by the ation A(µ, λ = 0) is
integrable. The two perturbing elds are taken as saling elds of the ultraviolet limiting
onformal eld theory, with left/right onformal weights hΦ = h¯Φ < 1 and hΨ = h¯Ψ < 1,
i.e. they are relevant and have zero onformal spin, resulting in a Lorentz-invariant eld
theory.
The integrable limit A(µ, λ = 0) is supposed to dene a massive spetrum, with the
sale set by the dimensionful oupling µ. The exat spetrum in this ase onsists of some
massive partiles, forming a fatorized sattering theory with known S matrix amplitudes,
and haraterized by a mass saleM (whih we take as the mass of the fundamental partile
generating the bootstrap), whih is related to the oupling µ via the mass gap relation
µ = κM2−2hΦ
where κ is a (non-perturbative) dimensionless onstant.
Swithing on a seond independent oupling λ in general spoils integrability, deforms
the mass spetrum and the S matrix, and in partiular allows deay of the partiles whih
are stable at the integrable point. One way to approah the dynamis of the model is form
fator perturbation theory initiated in [1℄. Let us denote the asymptoti states of the λ = 0
theory by
|Ai1 (ϑ1) . . . Ain (ϑn)〉λ=0
whih desribe in states if the rapidities are ordered as ϑ1 > . . . > ϑn and out states for
ϑ1 < . . . < ϑn. Then the essential input to form fator perturbation theory onsists of the
matrix elements of the loal eld Ψ (so-alled form fators):
FΨi1...in (ϑ1, . . . , ϑn) = 〈0|Ψ(0, 0)|Ai1 (ϑ1) . . . Ain (ϑn)〉λ=0
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whih (due to integrability at λ = 0) an be obtained in a losed exat form solving the form
fator bootstrap axioms and identifying the appropriate solution using known properties
of the operator Ψ (for a review of the form fator bootstrap, see [9℄ and referenes therein).
Given these data the following quantities an be alulated to rst order in λ:
1. The vauum energy density is shifted by an amount
δEvac = λ 〈0|Ψ |0〉λ=0 . (2.2)
2. The mass (squared) matrix M2ab gets a orretion
δM2ab = 2λF
Ψ
ab¯ (iπ , 0) δma,mb (2.3)
(where the bar denotes the antipartile) supposing that the original mass matrix was
diagonal and of the form M2ab = m
2
aδab .
3. The sattering amplitude for the four partile proess a + b → c+ d is modied by
δScdab (ϑ, λ) = −iλ
FΨ
c¯d¯ab
(iπ, ϑ+ iπ, 0, ϑ)
mamb sinhϑ
, ϑ = ϑa − ϑb . (2.4)
It is very important to keep in mind that this gives the variation of the satter-
ing phase when the enter-o-mass energy (or, the Mandelstam variable s) is kept
xed [1℄. Therefore, in terms of rapidity variables, this variation orresponds to the
following:
δScdab (ϑ, λ) =
∂Scdab (ϑ, λ = 0)
∂ϑ
δϑ+ λ
∂Scdab (ϑ, λ)
∂λ
∣∣∣∣
λ=0
where
δϑ = −maδma +maδma + (mbδma +maδmb) coshϑ
mamb sinhϑ
is the shift of the rapidity variable indued by the mass orretions (2.3).
It is not yet lear how to extend these results to seond order. However, it is possible
to alulate the (partial) deay width of partiles [2℄. Suppose that the deay of partile
Ac into partiles Aa and Ab is kinematially allowed: mc > ma + mb. Then in the rest
frame of partile Ac the rapidities of the outgoing partiles are uniquely determined from
energy-momentum onservation
ma sinhϑ
(cab)
a +mb sinh ϑ
(cab)
b = 0
ma coshϑ
(cab)
a +mb coshϑ
(cab)
b = mc
and the partial deay width an be alulated as
Γc→ab = λ
221−δab
|FΨcab
(
iπ, ϑ
(cab)
a , ϑ
(cab)
b
)
|2
m2cma
∣∣∣sinh ϑ(cab)a ∣∣∣ (2.5)
All the masses ma in the above formulae orrespond to those in the unperturbed (λ = 0)
theory.
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2.2 Thermal perturbation of Ising model with magneti eld
The ation
AIsing (h, τ) = Ac= 1
2
− h
∫
dtdxdσ(t, x)− τ
∫
dtdxǫ(t, x) (2.6)
desribes the two-dimensional saling Ising model, where Ac= 1
2
is the ation of the c = 1/2
onformal eld theory (free massless Majorana fermion), desribing the onformal limit
of the two-dimensional Ising model, ǫ is the energy density operator (whih is a primary
eld of weight ∆ǫ = ∆¯ǫ = 1/2) and σ is the magnetization operator (∆σ = ∆¯σ = 1/16).
The oupling h orresponds to the applied external magneti eld and τ parameterizes the
deviation of the temperature from ritiality
2
. This model is onsidered as a prototype non-
integrable eld theory in [1℄ and is widely disussed in the literature [11, 12, 13, 14℄. There
are two options to onsider it as a perturbed integrable eld theory. One way is to take h
as the perturbing oupling: in this ase the Majorana fermions of the thermally perturbed
Ising model an be demonstrated to go through some sort of onnement (MCoy-Wu
senario [15℄), and the deay widths of the high-lying meson states were omputed to
O(h3) in [16℄. Here we take the opposite route and onsider τ as the oupling that breaks
integrability.
For τ = 0 the spetrum and the exat S matrix is desribed by the famous E8 fatorized
sattering theory [17℄, whih ontains eight partiles Ai, i = 1, . . . , 8 with mass ratios given
by
m2 = 2m1 cos
π
5
m3 = 2m1 cos
π
30
m4 = 2m2 cos
7π
30
m5 = 2m2 cos
2π
15
m6 = 2m2 cos
π
30
m7 = 2m4 cos
π
5
m8 = 2m5 cos
π
5
and the mass gap relation is [18℄
m1 = (4.40490857 . . .)|h|8/15
or
h = κhm
8/15
1 , κh = 0.06203236 . . . (2.7)
2
Note that for this model the notation for the ouplings is hanged from µ, λ to h, τ in order to onform
with the notations used in [2℄. In addition, Φ is now σ and Ψ is ǫ.
5
We also quote the sattering phase shift of two A1 partiles for λ = 0, whih has the form
S11(ϑ) =
{
1
15
}{
1
3
}{
2
5
}
, {x} = sinhϑ+ i sin πx
sinh ϑ− i sin πx (2.8)
All the other amplitudes Sab are determined by the S matrix bootstrap [17℄.
The non-integrable model (2.6) has a single dimensionless parameter, whih we hoose
as
t =
τ
|h|8/15
The form fators of the operator ǫ in the E8 model were rst alulated in [19℄ and their
determination was arried further in [2℄. Using the exat form fator solutions the following
results were obtained in [2℄ for the mass shift of Aa and the partial deay width assoiated
to Ac → Aa + Ab:
δm2a = 2τfaa
Γc→a+b = τ
221−δab
f 2cab
m2cma sinhϑ
(cab)
a
where
f11 = (−17.8933 . . .)〈ǫ〉
f22 = (−24.9467 . . .)〈ǫ〉
f33 = (−53.6799 . . .)〈ǫ〉
f44 = (−49.3206 . . .)〈ǫ〉
f411 = (36.73044 . . .)〈ǫ〉
f511 = (19.16275 . . .)〈ǫ〉
f512 = (11.2183 . . .)〈ǫ〉
and the vauum expetation value of the perturbing eld ǫ for τ = 0 is given by [20℄
〈ǫ〉 = ǫh|h|8/15 , ǫh = 2.00314 . . .
The dimensionless deay width for the proesses Ac → A1+A1, c = 4, 5 an be written as
Γc→11
m1
= t2
(
ǫhκ
16/15f ′c11
)2
(
mc
m1
)2√(
mc
2m1
)2
− 1
, c = 4, 5 (2.9)
where
f ′411 = 36.73044 . . .
f ′511 = 19.16275 . . .
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2.3 Double (two-frequeny) sine-Gordon model
Double sine-Gordon theory is another prototype of non-integrable eld theories whih
an be understood by appliation of tehniques developed in the ontext of integrable
models [10℄. It has several interesting appliations e.g. to the study of massive Shwinger
model (two-dimensional quantum eletrodynamis), and in the desription of a generalized
Ashkin-Teller model (a quantum spin system), both of whih are disussed in [10℄. Another
appliation to the one-dimensional Hubbard model is examined in [21℄ (together with
the generalized Ashkin-Teller model mentioned above). A further potentially interesting
appliation of the two-(and multi-)frequeny sine-Gordon model is the desription of ultra-
short optial pulses propagating in resonant degenerate medium [22℄. Its phase diagram
was studied using non-perturbative nite size tehniques in [23℄, and the results were
reently extended to the multi-frequeny generalization in [24℄. There has been a ertain
doubt onerning the validity of fator perturbation theory (or rather the proper way
of performing it) after Mussardo et al. [25℄ applied a semilassial soliton form fator
tehnique developed by Goldstone and Jakiw [26℄, and obtained results that ontradit
expliitely some of the results derived from standard form fator perturbation theory in
[23℄. However, the onlusions drawn from the semilassial tehnique were shown to be
untenable by extensive numerial work in [27℄, whih upheld the results of form fator
perturbation theory as applied in [23℄, and therefore we follow the same approah in this
paper.
The ation of the two-frequeny sine-Gordon model (with frequeny ratio 1 : 2) is
A = Ac=1 + µ
∫
dtdx cos βϕ+ λ
∫
dtdx cos
(
β
2
ϕ+ δ
)
(2.10)
Ac=1 =
∫
dtdx
1
2
(∂ϕ)2
The spetrum at λ = 0 onsists of a soliton doublet with mass M related to µ via [28℄
µ = κsG(ξ)M
2/(ξ+1)
κsG(ξ) =
2Γ( ξ
1+ξ
)
πΓ( ξ
1+ξ
)

 √π
2Γ
(
ξ+1
2ξ
)
Γ
(
ξ
2
)


2/(ξ+1)
, ξ =
β2
8π − β2 (2.11)
and breathers Bn with masses
mn = 2M sin
nπξ
2
, n = 1, . . . , [1/ξ] (2.12)
The exat S matrix of all these partiles was derived from the axioms of fatorized sat-
tering in [29℄.
The strength of the non-integrable perturbation an be haraterized using the dimen-
sionless ratio
t =
λ
M
4+3ξ
2+2ξ
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where M is the soliton mass at the integrable point λ = 0. From (2.12)
m3
m1
= 1 + 2 cosπξ > 2 if ξ < 1/3
so whenever B3 exists, its deay to 2 B1-s is always kinematially allowed (for λ small
enough) and the same holds for all the Bn, n ≥ 3. However, sine
m2
m1
= 2 cos
πξ
2
< 2
B2 annot deay to a pair of B1-s (and therefore annot deay at all) if the perturbation
λ and orrespondingly the mass shifts are small enough. The deay width orresponding
to the simplest proess B3 → B1 + B1 is alulated in Appendix A for δ = −π/2. The
dimensionless deay width an be written as
Γ3→11
M
= t2
s2311(
m3
M
)2 m1
M
√(
m3
2m1
)2
− 1
(2.13)
where s311 is given by (A.7). Beause the B3 state is the lowest one whose deay an
be observed, it is preferable to use in the omparison with trunated onformal spae to
minimize the trunation errors. In addition, there is a Z2 symmetry at δ = −π/2 whih
an be turned to a signiant numerial advantage (see the analysis in subsetion 4.1 for
details).
3 Resonane widths from nite volume spetra
In this setion we disuss two dierent approahes to linking the nite volume spetra with
the theoretial preditions of form fator perturbation theory in the previous setion. The
rst one uses a Breit-Wigner parameterization for the nite volume levels in the viinity
of the volume L0 where the one partile level Ac rosses the two-partile level AaAb before
swithing on the oupling. This method relies on obtaining the two partile phase shift
from the nite size spetrum using Lüsher's results [30℄ and then nding the Breit-Wigner
resonane parameters diretly from the phase shift. The seond approah uses a mini-
Hamiltonian desription for the levels to extrat diretly the form fator determining the
deay width. The two approahes are then ompared and we learn how to improve the
results of Delno et al. [2℄ for the mini-Hamiltonian to make them onsistent with the
Breit-Wigner desription (for a narrow resonane).
3.1 Lüsher's formulation: methods to extrat the deay rate
from the nite size spetrum
Suppose that the nite volume spetrum of the theory is given in a form of funtions Ei(L)
desribing the energy of the ith exited stated as a funtion of volume L, normalized to
8
the ground state energy in the same volume. Suppose further that we investigate a deay
proess Ac → Aa + Ab (mc > ma + mb) and that we have a parameter λ desribing the
interation responsible for the deay, suh that for λ = 0 the partile Ac is stable (the
notation here follows the onventions of setion 2.1).
We an then nd the energy level orresponding asymptotially to a stationary partile
Ac at λ = 0, denoted by Ec(L) and two-partile levels omposed of Aa and Ab with
zero total momentum, denoted by Eab(L) (where we suppressed an index labeling states
orresponding to dierent relative momenta of a and b). Aording to [30℄, up to orretions
vanishing exponentially with L (whih we neglet from now on), the nite size orretion
to the two-partile level is determined by the equations
maL sinhϑa + δab (ϑa − ϑb) = 2naπ
mbL sinh ϑb + δab (ϑb − ϑa) = 2nbπ (3.1)
and
Eab(L) = ma coshϑa +mb coshϑb
where δab (ϑ) = −δab (−ϑ) is the elasti two-partile phase shift dened from the elasti
two-partile sattering phase Sab via the relation
Sab (ϑ) = e
iδab(ϑ)
and n = na = −nb for zero total momentum labels the dierent possible values for the
relative momentum. As a result, the energy of any two partile level dereases as 1/L2,
while the nite size orretions of a one-partile level are known to vanish exponentially
fast with inreasing volume [31℄. In the innite volume limit Eab(L) < Ec(L) (sine in the
limit L → ∞ they tend to ma +mb and mc, respetively) and therefore there is a volume
L0 where the two levels meet: Eab(L0) = Ec(L0) = E0.
3.1.1 The mini-Hamiltonian
Swithing on a small λ 6= 0 the levels only move a small amount and thus an be easily
re-identied, however the degeneray at L0 is lifted by an amount related to the width of
the deay proess (as we shall see shortly). Let us restrit ourselves to the two-dimensional
subspae spanned by the two levels. We suppose that the relevant region in the volume
L is of order λ, whih turns out to be a self-onsistent assumption. Then for L ∼ L0 and
λ ∼ 0 the eetive mini-Hamiltonian in this subspae whih determines the behaviour of
the levels to leading order in L− L0 and λ an be parameterized as follows
H = E0 + (L− L0)
(
α1
α2
)
+ λ
(
A(L) B(L)
B(L) C(L)
)
(3.2)
where the relative phases of the two states were hosen suh that B is real and nonnegative
(A, C are real by hermitiity). Aording to the presription of degenerate perturbation
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Figure 3.1: Behaviour of levels at λ = 0 and λ 6= 0, illustrated using atual numerial data
for the Ising ase. (Energy and distane are measured in units given by the value that the
mass of the lightest partile (m1) takes at λ = 0.)
theory, the splitting of the two levels is given by diagonalizing (3.2) in the subspae of the
two levels:
δE(L) =
√
((α1 − α2)(L− L0) + λ(A(L)− C(L)))2 + 4B2λ2
Negleting the volume dependene of A, B and C for the moment, the minimum splitting
between the two levels ours at
Lmin − L0 = −λ A− C
α1 − α2 (3.3)
whih shows that it was onsistent to suppose that the relevant values of L−L0 are of the
order λ. The minimal energy split is then
δE(Lmin) = 2|Bλ| (3.4)
This shows that to rst order in λ it is onsistent to replae the oeients A(L), B(L), C(L)
by their values taken at L0. This observation will be used several times in the sequel.
The behaviour of levels disussed above is illustrated in gure 3.1.
3.1.2 Breit-Wigner analysis
Here we build on the approah advoated by Lüsher in [8℄, but with some modiation to
make it more suited to numerial analysis. At λ 6= 0 there are no stable one-partile states
of Ac anymore, and therefore asymptotially all the states are identied as two-partile
states AaAb. Due to the lifting of the degeneraies in the rossings with the one-partile
10
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The AaAb levels at λ=0
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ma+mb
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(a) λ = 0
E
L
The AaAb levels at λ≠0
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ma+mb
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(b) λ 6= 0
Figure 3.2: Illustrating the behaviour of two-partile states in the integrable ase λ = 0
and with a resonane present (λ 6= 0).
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level of Ac these states aquire plateaux as illustrated in gure 3.2, whih orrespond to
the appearane of a Breit-Wigner resonane ontribution in the two-partile phase shift:
δab(E) = δ0(E) + δBW (E)
(as a funtion of the enter-of-mass energy E), where δ0 is the bakground part of the
phase shift, and the Breit-Wigner ontribution has the form
δBW (E) = −i log E − Ec − iΓ/2
E − Ec + iΓ/2
with Ec as the enter and Γ as the width of the resonane. If
β =
dδ0
dE
∣∣∣∣
E=Ec
< 0
then the total phase shift has two extrema (a minimum at E < Ec and a maximum at
E > Ec, see gure 3.3). Their positions an be alulated to rst order in Γ:
E± = Ec ±
√
−Γ
β
with the values
δab (E±) = π + δ0(Ec)±
(
π − 2
√
−βΓ
)
Now let us take two neighbouring two-partile levels E1(L)and E2(L). Using the desription
(3.1) we an dene the phase shift funtions for the two levels as follows: rst solve
E =
√
p2 +m2a +
√
p2 +m2b → p(E)
and then extrat the phase shift as
δ1(E) = −L1(E)p(E)
δ2(E) = −L2(E)p(E) (3.5)
where L1,2(E) are the volume-energy funtions for the two states (here we supposed that
the two-partile state has zero total momentum, and the momenta of the partiles are p
and −p). The funtions δ(E) are illustrated in gure 3.3. Sine
δ1(E) = δab (E)− 2n1π
δ2(E) = δab (E)− 2n2π
where n1 and n2 are the momentum quantum numbers whih for neighbouring states satisfy
n2 = n1 + 1, we obtain
∆δ = min δ1(E)−max δ2(E) = 4
√
−βΓ (3.6)
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δ(E)
∆δ
2pi
∆δ
Ec
AaAb at λ=0
AaAb at λ≠0
n=3
n=2
n=1
Figure 3.3: Phase shift funtions δn(E) extrated from the two-partile levels illustrated
in gure 3.2 around the resonant energy Ec .
This gives a method to extrat the value of Γ from the nite volume spetrum: determine
rst the phase shift funtions δ1,2 from two neighbouring two-partile levels and then take
the dierene between their extrema to nd
√
Γ. Sine Γ is of order λ2, it follows that
√
Γ
is of order λ whih means that it is muh easier to measure than Γ in the small λ regime
when the resonane is narrow. This is a huge advantage over previously proposed methods
whih gave Γ diretly, like the approah advoated in [8℄ whih relates Γ to the slope of
the plateaux at their middle point (more preisely at the value of the volume when the
resonant ontribution to the phase shift δ of the given level passes through π). Indeed it
is already apparent from gure 3.2 that the level splittings determining ∆ are muh easier
to observe ompared to the slope at the middle of the plateaux. In addition, ∆ an be
extrated by measuring the spetrum in a small neighbourhood of Lmin whih makes the
residual nite size eets (those that deay exponentially on the volume) muh easier to
ontrol.
Finally we remark that while the simplest possibility of extrating the resonane pa-
rameters would seem to be the method of tting the numerially determined phase shift
funtion δ(E) with a Breit-Wigner resonane funtion, in pratie this has the severe dis-
advantage that the nite size data neessary to extrat the relevant part of the phase shift
over an extended range between two line rossings together with a neighbourhood of the
rossings themselves. Over suh an extended range, the ontribution of residual nite size
orretions varies substantially, whih auses suh a signiant distortion of the shape of
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 2.1
 2.2
 2.3
 2.4
 2.5
 2.6
 14  16  18  20  22  24  26  28
E/
m
1
m1L
A4
A1A1, n=1
A1A1, n=2
Figure 3.4: Illustration of the residual nite size eets in the Ising model, for the levels
pertaining to A4 and two-partile states A1A1. The volume dependene of the two-partile
levels follows very preisely the desription given in eq. (3.1), but the variation of A4
is entirely due to the residual nite size eets that we negleted. The plot shows the
integrable ase t = 0 when the line rossings are exat, but the only result of swithing on
a small value for t is a slight shift in the lines and resolution of the degeneray at the level
rossings.
the Breit-Wigner resonane ontribution that there is no way to perform a reliable t to
the data. This problem is illustrated in gure 3.4, where it is obvious how muh the one-
partile level varies between two adjaent level rossings. This also makes the appliation
of Lüsher's plateau slope method impossible, whih an be seen from the fat that in the
absene of residual nite size eets we would expet the slope to be negative, as illustrated
in gure 3.2. However, it is obvious from the data in gure 3.4 that the leading residual
nite size orretions are suh that the partile masses approah their innite volume from
below, whih is known to be a generi feature in two dimensional eld theories [33℄.
3.1.3 Linking the mini-Hamiltonian with the Breit-Wigner formula
We an now math this method with the previous one. For simpliity we shall assume
that the two deay produts are idential to a partile denoted by A1 (i.e. a = b = 1).
Parameterizing the two levels using (3.2) we an express the parameters in the mini-
Hamiltonian by extrating
∆δ = min δ1(E)−max δ2(E)
from the levels and mathing it with the result (3.6) of the Breit-Wigner analysis. From
(3.2), the two levels read
E1,2 = E0 +
A+ C
2
λ+
1
2
(α1 + α2) (L− L0)± 1
2
√
(α1 − α2)2(L− Lmin)2 + 4B2λ2
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(E1/E2 orresponds to the sign hoie +/−, respetively) where Lmin is given by eq. (3.3).
At λ = 0
E1,2 = E0 +
1
2
(α1 + α2) (L− L0)± 1
2
(α1 − α2) |L− L0|
Realling that mc is the mass of the partile Ac whose deay proess we are interested in,
we get E0 = mc (where we negleted the residual nite size eets deaying exponentially
with the volume, as before). Furthermore, it is known that E2 = mc for L < L0 and
E1 = mc at L > L0 (due to the level rossing at L0, the interpretation of the levels in
terms of asymptoti partile states swaps over). As a result, α1 = 0 and α2 = −2α < 0 ,
and so the expression for the two levels turns into
E1,2 = mc + Aλ− α(L− Lmin)±
√
α2(L− Lmin)2 +B2λ2 (3.7)
with
Lmin = L0 − λ A− C
2α
(3.8)
and denoting
A = A(L0) , B = B(L0) , C = C(L0)
sine as pointed out in setion 3.1.1, the oeients A(L), B(L), C(L) an be substituted
with their values taken at L = L0 if one alulates only to the lowest order in λ.
Note that for |α(L−Lmin)| ≫ |Bλ| one of the levels (the identity of whih depends on
the sign of L− Lmin) is L-independent and takes the value
Ec (λ) = mc + Aλ (3.9)
whih therefore an be identied with the mass of the resonane orresponding to the
unstable partile Ac, to rst order in λ (this shift is also illustrated in gure 3.1).
Using form fator perturbation theory (2.3) we obtain the identiation
A =
fcc
mc
, fcc = Fcc(iπ, 0).
After some alulation (the details are given in Appendix B) the phase shift dierene
an also be extrated
min δ1 −max δ2 = 2Bλ
√
− 1
α
√
m2c − 4m21
dδ0
dE
∣∣∣∣
E=E0
where δ1,2 are the phase shift funtions for the levels E1,2(L) as dened in (3.5). Now this
must be ompared to the result from the Breit-Wigner analysis (f. eq. (3.6) )
min δ1 −max δ2 = 4
√
−Γ dδ0
dE
∣∣∣∣
E=E0
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This way we obtain the relation
Γ =
B2λ2
4α
√
m2c − 4m21
On the other hand, using the form fator perturbation theory result (2.5) gives
Γ = λ2
f 2c11
m2cm1
∣∣∣sinh ϑ(c11)1 ∣∣∣ , fc11 =
∣∣∣FΨc11 (iπ, ϑ(c11)1 , ϑ(c11)1 )∣∣∣
mc = 2m1 cosh ϑ
(c11)
1
and so
B =
fc11
mc
√
8α
m2c − 4m21
We also need an expression for α. At λ = 0 we an express it using the energy E11(L) of
the A1A1 two-partile state from (B.2)
α = −1
2
dE11
dL
∣∣∣∣
L=L0
Writing the energy of the two-partile level with the one-partile momentum p as E11(L) =
2
√
p(L)2 +m21 and using E11(L0) = mc +O(λ) we get
B =
2fc11
m
3/2
c
√(
−1
p
dp(L)
dL
)∣∣∣∣
L=L0
(3.10)
Putting B = 0 the level orresponding to the two-partile state A1A1 takes the following
value at L0:
E11 (L0) = mc + Cλ
so Cλ is the energy shift of the two-partile level at the volume L = L0 if the resonane
ontribution is negleted. This is also onsistent with eq. (3.8) whih for B = 0 gives the
loation of the level rossing to rst order in λ. This observation provides a possibility to
determine C (for details see Appendix C.1), with the result
C =
(
−1
p
dp(L)
dL
)∣∣∣∣
L=L0
(
4f1111
m2c
+ L0
4f11
mc
)
(3.11)
3.2 Theoretial determination of the mini-Hamiltonian
3.2.1 Mismath between the Breit-Wigner formalism and the DGM predi-
tion
Now let us turn to theoretial determination of the mini-Hamiltonian (3.2)
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H = E0 + (L− L0)
(
α1
α2
)
+ λ
(
A(L) B(L)
B(L) C(L)
)
It was shown in subsetion 3.1.3 that mathing the mini-Hamiltonian desription with
the Breit-Wigner analysis gives the relations
ABW(L0) =
fcc
mc
, BBW(L0) =
2fc11
m
3/2
c
√(
−1
p
dp(L)
dL
)∣∣∣∣
L=L0
(3.12)
In addition, mathing the Lüsher desription (3.1) of the two-partile states with the
mini-Hamiltonian also gave (3.11) for C.
Delno, Grinza and Mussardo (DGM for short) obtain the following results for the
matrix elements [2℄
ADGM(L) =
fcc
mc
, BDGM(L) =
2fc11√
m3cL
, CDGM(L) =
4f1111
m2cL
(3.13)
where
fcc = F
Ψ
cc¯ (iπ , 0) , f1111 = lim
δ→0
FΨ1111
(
ϑ
(c11)
1 + iπ − δ,−ϑ(c11)1 + iπ − δ,−ϑ(c11)1 , ϑ(c11)1
)
(3.14)
and
fc11 =
∣∣∣FΨc11 (iπ, ϑ(c11)1 , ϑ(c11)1 )∣∣∣ (3.15)
(reall that the phase of the matrix element B(L) an be transformed away by redening
the relative phase of the two states, so we an take the absolute value in (3.15)).
We an see that the result for A(L0) mathes perfetly, but B(L0) agrees only if(
−1
p
dp(L)
dL
)∣∣∣∣
L=L0
=
1
L0
This is only true if we neglet the bakground phase shift δ0 sine the quantization rule for
the momentum is
pL+ δ0 (E) = 2nπ
E = 2
√
p2 +m21
Putting δ0 = 0
p(L) =
2nπ
L
⇒
(
−1
p
dp(L)
dL
)∣∣∣∣
L=L0
=
1
L0
However, the bakground phase shift is already present at λ = 0 and therefore the formulae
(3.13) are not onsistent with the Breit-Wigner analysis to rst order in λ. In fat, the
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bakground phase shift (espeially the fat that δ′0(E0) < 0) played an important role in
the onsiderations based on the Breit-Wigner resonane parameterization.
In addition, the DGM predition for C does not agree with (3.11) and so is inonsistent
with the behaviour of two-partile states in nite volume even in the absene of a resonane.
Taken together, this means that the DGM formulae (3.13) annot be used self-onsistently
to extrat the form fators from the behaviour of the levels for small λ.
3.2.2 Rederiving the mini-Hamiltonian from the Lagrangian approah
We shall now resolve the above problem by reexamining the derivation of the mini-
Hamiltonian from the Lagrangian approah. We normalize the one-partile states in
innite volume as
〈Aa(pa)|Ab(pb)〉 = 2πδabδ(pa − pb)Ea
In nite volume the one-partile momenta (up to orretions vanishing exponentially with
the volume) are quantized as
pa =
2πna
L
with the density of states
dn
dp
=
L
2π
therefore the normalization reads
〈Aa(pa)|Ab(pb)〉 = δabδpapbLEa
To obtain an orthonormal basis the one-partile states in nite volume must be related to
the ones in innite volume as
|Aa(pa)〉L = 1√
EaL
|Aa(pa)〉
The normalization of two-partile states in innite volume reads
〈Aa(pa)Ab(pb)|Ac(pc)Ad(pd)〉 = 2πδacδ(pa − pc)Ea2πδbdδ(pb − pd)Eb
Taking the density of the two-partile states to be the produt of the one-partile densities,
the following expression is obtained for the states normalized in nite volume L
|Aa(pa)Ab(pb)〉L = 1√
EaL
1√
EbL
|Aa(pa)Ab(pb)〉
In partiular, onsidering states ontaining two idential partiles and having zero total
momentum we get
|Aa(pa)Aa(−pa)〉L = 2
EL
|Aa(pa)Aa(−pa)〉
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where E = 2Ea is the total energy of the state. The perturbing operator reads
H ′ = λ
∫ L
0
dxΨ(x)
The mini-Hamiltonian an be omputed taking the matrix elements of H ′ in the basis
|Ac(0)〉L=L0 , |A1(p)A1(−p)〉L=L0
Using translational invariane to perform the spatial integration, and the fat that the
energy of these states is Ec(L0) = E11(L0) = mc the expression of the mini-Hamiltonian
in terms of the form fators in innite volume beomes
A(L0) = L0
1
mcL0
〈Ac(0)|Ψ(0)|Ac(0)〉 = fcc
mc
B(L0) = L0
2
(mcL0)3/2
〈Ac(0)|Ψ(0)|A1(p)A1(−p)〉 = 2fc11√
m3cL0
C(L0) = L0
4
(mcL0)2
〈A1(p)A1(−p)|Ψ(0)|A1(p)A1(−p)〉 = 4f1111
m2cL0
+
4f11
mc
(3.16)
where
f11 = F
Ψ
11 (iπ, 0)
A(L0) and B(L0) does agree with the DGM result (3.13), but C(L0) ontains a new term
oming from the disonneted part of the four-partile matrix element. The origin of this
ontribution is that in ontrast to the bulk setting disussed in [1℄, the nite volume Hamil-
tonian does not inlude any ounter terms for the mass shifts (for details see Appendix
C.2). The presene of the disonneted term is tested using TCSA numerial data in
subsetion 5.1.1.
However, we already know that even (3.16) is inonsistent with the proper nite size
desription, whih gives (3.11,3.12) to leading order in λ. The underlying reason is that
the density of two-partile states is not a produt of the densities of one-partile states:
the presene of the bakground phase shift modies it by terms of order L−1 already at
order λ0. As previously, we ontinue to neglet residual nite size orretions (i.e. those
that derease exponentially with the volume), but all power-like orretions must be taken
into aount (at least to the neessary order in λ) in order to maintain onsisteny.
To determine the orret normalization of the states |A1(p1)A1(p2)〉 let us introdue the
total momentum P = p1 + p2 and the relative momentum p = (p1 − p2)/2. The Jaobian
of this hange of variables is 1 and so (in innite volume)
〈A1(p′1)A1(p′2)|A1(p1)A1(p2)〉 = (2π)2δ(P − P ′)δ(p− p′)
√
p21 +m
2
1
√
p22 +m
2
1
In nite volume, the density of states in the relative momentum variable an be obtained
from the quantization ondition (written here for the ase of zero momentum ie. p1 =
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−p2 = p)
pL+ δ(E(p)) = 2nπ
E(p) = 2
√
p2 +m21 (3.17)
The density of states in the total momentum variable is unaeted, sine the phase shift
drops from the quantization of the total momentum, so it is only the density in the relative
momentum of the two partiles whih must be modied. Let us examine the equation
pL+ δ(E(p)) = 2nπ
Taking the derivative of this equation with respet to p, rst at xed L and then at xed
n:
L+
dδ(E(p))
dp
= 2π
∂n
∂p
∣∣∣∣
L
L+
dδ(E(p))
dp
= −p ∂L
∂p
∣∣∣∣
n
We obtain that the density of states at an be expressed as
dn
dp
= − 1
2π
p
dL(p)
dp
where the derivative
dL(p)
dp
=
∂L
∂p
∣∣∣∣
n
is exatly the inverse of
dp(L)
dL
that was enountered in (3.10,3.11).
Therefore the appropriate normalization of the zero-momentum two-partile state nite
volume two-partile state is
|A1(p)A1(−p)〉L = 2
E
√
L
(
−1
p
dp(L)
dL
)1/2
|A1(p)A1(−p)〉
whih gives
A(L0) =
fcc
mc
B(L0) =
√(
−1
p
dp(L)
dL
)∣∣∣∣
L=L0
2fc11
m
3/2
c
C(L0) =
(
−1
p
dp(L)
dL
)∣∣∣∣
L=L0
(
4f1111
m2c
+ L0
4f11
mc
)
(3.18)
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with p(L) given by (3.17). This is now onsistent with (3.11) and the result of the Breit-
Wigner analysis (3.12). The numerial TCSA results of setion 5 do indeed onrm the
inlusion of the improvement fators related to the density of states in nite volume.
Finally, we wish to mention that similar improvement fators have already been proposed
by Lellouh and Lüsher for the measurement of weak deay matrix element of hadrons in
[34℄.
4 Numerial methods
4.1 Trunated onformal spae approah
In the framework of perturbed onformal eld theory on a ylinder with spatial irumfer-
ene L, the ation (2.1) leads to the Hamiltonian
H = H∗ + µ
∫ L
0
dxΦ(t, x) + λ
∫ L
0
dxΨ(t, x)
where H∗ is the onformal Hamiltonian on the ylinder. Using Eulidean time τ = −it
and mapping the ylinder to the plane with
z = exp
(
2π(τ − ix)
L
)
, z¯ = exp
(
2π(τ + ix)
L
)
we obtain
H =
2π
L
{(
L0 + L¯0 − c
12
)
+ µ
(
L
2π
)1−2∆Φ ∫ L
0
dxΦ(z, z¯) + λ
(
L
2π
)1−2∆Ψ ∫ L
0
dxΨ(z, z¯)
}
(4.1)
Due to translational invariane, the onformal Hilbert spae H an be split into setors
haraterized by the eigenvalues of the total spatial momentum
P =
2π
L
(
L0 − L¯0
)
Trunating these spaes by imposing a ut in the onformal energy, the trunated onformal
spae orresponding to a given trunation reads
HTCS(n, ecut) =
{
|ψ〉 ∈ H | (L0 − L¯0) |ψ〉 = n|ψ〉, (L0 + L¯0 − c
12
)
|ψ〉 = e|ψ〉 : e ≤ ecut
}
The essene of the trunated onformal spae approah as introdued by Yurov and
Zamolodhikov [4℄ onsists in realizing that on the spae HTCS(n, ecut) the Hamiltonian
(4.1) beomes a nite matrix, whih an be diagonalized numerially to get the nite
volume spetrum of the model.
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In the ase of the Ising model (2.6), the Hilbert spae an be written as
H =
⊕
h=0, 1
16
, 1
2
Vh ⊗ V¯h
where Vh is the irreduible Virasoro representation of highest weight h made from the
Verma module
Vh = {L−n1 . . . L−nk |h〉 : L0|h〉 = h|h〉} (4.2)
by fatoring out the singular vetors. Using onformal Ward identities
3
, the following
matries an be omputed
(H0)ij =
(
∆i + ∆¯i − c
12
)
δij
Gij = 〈i|j〉
(Bσ)ij = 〈i|σ(1, 1)|j〉
(Bǫ)ij = 〈i|ǫ(1, 1)|j〉
where |i〉 denotes a basis of HTCS(n, ecut). It is very onvenient to use a basis whih
is diretly related to the Verma module basis (4.2) whih is, however, not orthonormal.
Instead of performing a Gram-Shmidt orthogonalization proedure this problem an be
remedied by onsidering the Hamiltonian
(HTCSA)ij =
2π
L
{
(H0)ij + h
L15/8
(2π)7/8
(G−1Bσ)ij + τL(G
−1Bǫ)ij
}
whih is isospetral to (4.1). We an introdue a dimensionless Hamiltonian measuring
energy and length in units given by the lowest partile mass m1 at the integrable point
τ = 0
hTCSA =
2π
l
{
H0 + κh
l15/8
(2π)7/8
G−1Bσ + tκ
8/15
h l G
−1Bǫ
}
l = m1L
where we use the parameters and notations introdued in setion 2.2.
The appliation of TCSA to perturbations of c = 1 free boson CFT was developed
originally in [7℄, and its use in double sine-Gordon theory is desribed in detail in [23, 27℄,
therefore we give only a brief sketh to x our onventions. For the ase of the double
sine-Gordon model (2.10), the relevant Hilbert spae
4
is
H =
⊕
n∈Z
Fn (4.3)
3
The algorithm we used here was developed originally for the numerial work in [6℄, but an expliit
desription of (the supersymmetri extension of) the matrix element determination an be found in [35℄.
The only published full TCSA algorithm [5℄ is not suitable for the present omputation beause it an
only be applied for low trunation levels, and is not automated enough to be salable.
4
We onsider only states with zero topologial number, sine the breather states we are interested in
an be found in this setor.
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where
Fn =
{
a−k1 . . . a−kn a¯−l1 . . . a¯−lm |n〉 : |n〉 = exp
(
n
β
2
ϕ(0, 0)
)
|0〉
}
where the modes of the eld are dened by the expansion
ϕ(z, z¯) = ϕ0 − i√
4π
Π log zz¯ +
i√
4π
∑
n 6=0
1
n
(
anz
−n + a¯nz¯
−n
)
The matries
(H0)ij =
(
∆i + ∆¯i − c
12
)
δij
(Vn)ij =
〈i| exp (nβ
2
ϕ(1, 1)
) |j〉√〈i|i〉〈j|j〉
an be alulated expliitely in a losed form using the algebra of the free eld modes. The
dimensionless Hamiltonian then reads
hTCSA =
2π
l
{
H0 + κsG (ξ)
l
2
1+ξ
(2π)
1−ξ
1+ξ
1
2
(V2 + V−2) + t
l
4+3ξ
2+2ξ
(2π)
2+ξ
2+2ξ
1
2
(
eiδV1 + e
−iδV−1
)}
l = ML
where M is the soliton mass at the integrable point λ = 0.
In both models we only onsider the setor with zero total momentum n = 0 whih is
enough to obtain the neessary numerial data. The trunation levels in both ases were
suh that the Hilbert spae dimension ranged from a few hundred up to 3-4000 states.
This limitation was put mainly by mahine time used for the numerial diagonalization,
but in both ases the programs are fully salable to any trunation levels, given enough
omputing resoures (in terms of memory and exeution time). For the Ising models
we used ecut = 19, . . . , 27, while in the double sine-Gordon model the typial range was
ecut = 9, . . . , 15 for lower values of ξ and ecut = 11, . . . , 17 for higher values (in one ase we
used ecut = 18). In the ase of double sine-Gordon theory, due to the hoie δ = −π/2 it is
possible to projet the spae of states onto even and odd setors under the Z2 symmetry
of the ation (2.10) given by
ϕ→ 2π
β
− ϕ
as desribed in [27℄. This redues the dimension of the Hilbert spae with a fator of
approximately 2 whih makes it possible to use higher values for the trunation level. We
used data from the even setor to extrat the results as the hoie of setor does not make
muh dierene [27℄.
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4.2 Testing the numeris and the validity of form fator pertur-
bation theory
We tested the numeris by making several omparisons. First we took the integrable
point, where we heked whether we get suitable agreement with the exat preditions of
fatorized sattering theory (masses, vauum energy density and two-partile phase shifts).
Next, in the ase of the Ising model we heked the form fator perturbation theory
preditions for the mass shifts (2.3) and the S matrix orretion (2.4) using the form
fators alulated by Delno et al. in [2℄ (available at [32℄) and formulae (2.3,2.4). This
allowed us to determine the range of the oupling t in whih perturbation theory holds
with suient auray so that we an expet reasonable agreement for the perturbatively
determined deay widths (2.9) as well. The S-matrix omparison must be done arefully
sine formula (2.4) is valid at a onstant enter of mass energy. Therefore every formula
must be onverted from rapidity variables into the energy variable as follows. The phase
shift an be extrated using
δmeasured(E) = −L
√(
E
2
)2
−m1(λ)2 + 2nπ
where m1 (λ) is the mass of A1 inluding the orretion to rst order in λ. This must be
ompared to
δtheoretical(E) = δ0(E) + δ1(E) (4.4)
where the unperturbed phase-shift is
δ0(E) = −i log S11
(
ϑ = 2 acosh
E
2m1
)
with m1 denoting the mass at λ = 0 sine this gives the energy dependene of the un-
perturbed phase-shift, and to use (2.4) it is the energy that must be kept onstant. The
orretion term an be written
δ1(E) = −iδS
cd
ab (ϑ, λ)
S11 (ϑ)
where we an use again simply
ϑ = 2 acosh
E
2m1
to rst order in λ.
The agreement between the mass orretions and FFPT preditions for partiles A1
and A2 is illustrated in gure 4.1, while the S-matrix test is shown in gure 4.2. Both
these tests indiated that |t| ≤ 0.005 is a suitable hoie for the range of the oupling.
For the double sine-Gordon model at δ = −π/2 it is not possible to perform a similar
test, beause the mass and S matrix orretions vanish at rst order in t and FFPT is not
formulated to seond order yet. However, the program was already thoroughly tested in
previous numerial studies [23, 27℄. We simply hose a range of the oupling in whih the
measured quantities were suiently lose to linear dependene on t.
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Figure 4.1: Corretions to the masses of A1 and A2. TCSA data are indiated with rosses
(the numerial unertainties are too small to be displayed), while the lines give the FFPT
preditions.
4.3 Numerial methods for evaluation of the deay width
We used three methods to extrat the deay widths:
1. The Breit-Wigner analysis (see setion 3.1.2) gives the deay rate as
min δ1(E)−max δ2(E) = 4
√
−βΓ
where δ1 and δ2 are the phase shifts extrated from the two levels using (3.5) in
the viinity of the rossing. Beause we aim to extrat
√
Γ to rst order in the
nonintegrable oupling t, ma and mb in (3.5) must be substituted with the partile
mass m1 to rst order in t to keep onsisteny to this order. Furthermore
β =
dδ0
dE
∣∣∣∣
E=E0
< 0
an be alulated using the t = 0 exat S-matrix for the bakground phase shift and
E0 = mc the t = 0 partile mass sine any t 6= 0 orretions an be onsistently
negleted when omparing to the lowest order predition (2.5) for the deay width
Γ, from whih we an extrat the form fator value fc11.
2. The mini-Hamiltonian method (setion 3.1.1) when the matrix element B is ex-
trated from the minimum energy split (3.4) between the two levels
δE(Lmin) = 2|Bλ|
In a naive appliation of this method, we an then use the naive mini-Hamiltonian
relations (3.16) (or, equally well, the DGM relations (3.13)) to link this diretly to
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Figure 4.2: The A1A1 phase shift measured at t = 0, 0.005, 0.01 and ompared to the
predition (4.4) as a funtion of the enter of mass energy E (measured in units of the
unperturbed partile mass m1). The eet of the resonane appears on the plot as a
deviation from the rst order FFPT predition (2.4) in the range around Ec ∼ mc ≈
2.405m1, where a shoulder appears whih an be observed quite learly in the t = 0.01
data. It is a ne resolution san of this shoulder whih is used to extrat the deay width
when applying the Breit-Wigner method.
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the three-partile form fator:
BDGM(Lmin) =
2fc11√
m3cLmin
3. The improved mini-Hamiltonian method using the relations (3.18) derived in setion
3.2
B(L0) =
√
−1
p
dp(L)
dL
∣∣∣∣
L=Lmin
2fc11
m
3/2
c
Here we replaed L0 by Lmin whih is valid to leading order in t. In addition, the
state density orretion fator an be omputed from
pL+ δt=0(E(p)) = 2nπ
where δt=0 is the phase shift at the integrable point t = 0, again to leading order in
t.
In eah of these approahes, the numerial setting is very onvenient sine the task is to
nd extrema of denitely onvex or onave funtions (the level splitting as a funtion of
the volume or the phase shift as a funtion of energy). Therefore it is not even neessary
to nd the level rossing volume L0 very preisely: any simple algorithm onverges very
fast even if the initial range given to start the searh for extremum is quite wide. The
bakground phase shift is given by (2.8) for the Ising and by (A.5) for the double sine-
Gordon model. Both give phase shifts monotonially dereasing with energy (in fat any
two-partile sattering phases built as produts of bloks {x} with 0 ≤ x ≤ 1 automatially
possess this property).
It is expeted that the Breit-Wigner method should math the improved mini-Hamiltonian
method as long as the resonane is narrow enough for the arguments of setion 3.1.3 to
apply.
4.4 Systemati errors
Contrary to the situation e.g. in lattie eld theory, there are no signiant soures of
statistial errors. The TCSA Hamiltonian matries are diagonalized numerially with
double (16 digits) preision, and any error in alulating their spetra an be onsidered
minusule. There are, however, systemati errors in the extrated deay widths beause (1)
the TCSA Hamiltonian is not the exat one of the nite size system and (2) the analysis
in Setion 3 negleted residual nite size orretions (i.e. those that deay exponentially
with the volume).
The rst soure goes by the name trunation errors, whih originate from the fat
that TCSA neglets an innite tower of states lying above the trunation level, and grow
with the volume. In the region lose to a line rossing they manifest themselves most
prominently in the fat that even for t = 0 the degeneray is generally not exat. This an
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be modeled in the mini-Hamiltonian piture by adding a orretion matrix representing
the trunation errors to (3.43.2)
H = E0 + (L− L0)
(
α1
α2
)
+ λ
(
A(L) B(L)
B(L) C(L)
)
+
(
δE0 + a b
b δE0 − a
)
(4.5)
As a result, the minimal splitting hanges to
δE(Lmin) = 2|b+Bλ| = 2 |B(λ− λ0)| (4.6)
but B an still be read out from the slope of the dependene of δE(Lmin) on λ and the
form fator amplitude fc11 an then be determined from
B =
2fc11√
m3cL0
or
B =
√
−1
p
dp(L)
dL
∣∣∣∣
L=L0
2fc11
m
3/2
c
depending on whether we use the naive or improved mini-Hamiltonian method, respe-
tively.
This eet is demonstrated in gure 4.3, where it is obvious that the residual splitting
dereases with inreasing trunation level and gives an idea of how preise the eetive
desription (4.5) really is. The eet of the other parameter a is to shift the value of Lmin
while δE0 is the trunation error in determining the resonant energy E0.
It is easy to see that the same modiation must be performed when applying the
Breit-Wigner method, and relation (3.6) must be altered as
min δ1(E)−max δ2(E) = 4 |B′(λ− λ0)|
from whih the form fator amplitude fc11 for the proess Ac → Aa + Aa an be read o
using
B′ =
√
− dδ0
dE
∣∣∣∣
E=E0
fc11
mcm
1/2
1
((
m3
2m1
)2
− 1
)1/4
In the sine-Gordon ase, numeris always yields λ0 = 0 i.e. there is no residual splitting
between the numerially determined levels at the integrable point. The reason is that the
sine-Gordon spetrum is unaeted by λ→ −λ sine this an be implemented by shifting
ϕ → ϕ + 2π/β in the ation (2.10) and this symmetry is respeted by the trunation
proedure, so the numerial spetrum is even in λ (up to very small errors in numerial
matrix diagonalization).
For a xed value of ecut and a hoie of level rossing, we an then determine a value
for fc11. Then the next task is to extrapolate the results to innite trunation level and
then eliminate nite size eets (extrapolate to innite volume).
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Figure 4.3: The Breit-Wigner phase shift splitting min δ1(E)−max δ2(E) as a funtion of
the dimensionless oupling t in the Ising ase for ecut values of 11 and 29.
Sine trunation errors grow with inreasing volume while nite size errors beome
larger with dereasing volume, some ompromise must be struk in between. Masses are
normally measured by nding the region where the measured gap is losest to being on-
stant (has a minimum slope) and taking the value of the gap there. Two-partile phase
shifts are measured over an extended volume range, and so they are aeted by trunation
errors at small, and by nite size errors at large values of the enter of mass energy, and
therefore it is very hard to perform any sort of optimization (exept for a hoie of the
two-partile level used to extrat the phase shift). Deay widths are measured in small
regions around level rossings, and we perform the measurement on the rst few of them,
for several dierent values of ecut.
Trunation errors an be improved by tting the trunation level dependene by some
funtion for extrapolation to ecut =∞. Detailed examination of numerial data shows that
they an be t in most ases by a funtion of the sort
f (ecut, L) = f(L) + a(L)e
−x
cut (4.7)
where f(L) is the extrapolated value of the measured physial quantity f at volume L,
and the seond terms desribes the trunation eets with a and the exponent x > 0
to be determined from the t. Suh an extrapolation was used in [36℄ where it proved
very useful in the determination of vauum expetation values. Experimenting with this
tehnique in ases where a theoretial predition for the measured quantity is available
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Figure 4.4: Trunation level extrapolation for s311 in the double sine-Gordon model (R is
related to ξ via 2R2 = 1 + ξ−1)
shows that this really helps, and in many ases the trunation errors are improved by an
order of magnitude. Based on the numerial results the exponent x an be supposed to be
independent of the oupling t and depends only very mildly on L (in the sine-Gordon ase,
however, a dependene on the parameter ξ must be taken into aount). For an illustration
see gure 4.4 whih shows that separate extrapolation is neessary for odd and even values
of the trunation level. The reason is that only when inreasing the trunation level by
a step of 2 we get new vetors in eah (Verma or Fok) module: sine the momentum is
zero, we must inrease the desendent quantum numbers on both left and right by 1, and
thus it is only onsistent to group together data pertaining to ecut that dier in steps of 2.
In the sine-Gordon ase the situation is further ompliated by the fat that the number
of Fok modules Fn ontributing states in (4.3) also grows with the trunation level, but
this eet turns out to be numerially irrelevant.
Unfortunately, there is no theoretial method providing a reliable estimate of truna-
tion errors. However, in the ase of the double sine-Gordon model the two Breit-Wigner
extrapolation urves approah the average value from the two sides (as in gure 4.4 (b))
and therefore residual trunation errors an be estimated by the dierene between the two
extrapolated values. We adopt the same proedure for the mini-Hamiltonian methods
as well, although in that ase the situation is less lear-ut beause the two sets of data
approah the extrapolated limit from the same side. In the ase of the Ising model, the
even/odd extrapolations approah the nal value from the same side for both methods, so
the dierene between is less reliable as an estimate for the trunation errors.
The other soure of systemati errors is residual nite size orretions originating from
vauum polarization and the nite range of interations. Aording to Lüsher's result [30,
31℄ these are suppressed by a fator of the form exp(−ML) where M is some harateristi
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mass sale (typially the mass of the lightest partile). Suh eets are e.g. the volume
dependene of the partile masses and vauum (Casimir) energy. These were negleted in
all the onsiderations in Setion 3, where the only nite size eets taken into aount are
the ones that deay as a power (generally L−2) of the volume.
Having taken are of trunation errors, residual nite size orretions an in priniple
be suppressed by tting an appropriate extrapolation funtion. Suppose that the deay
width an be alulated from several rossings whih take plae in very small regions around
dierent values of the volume L1, . . . , Ln and that trunation errors in these determinations
an be kept suitably small. Using our general understanding of nite size eets, we an
think of the deay form fator fc11 determined at a rossing at Li as the value of a funtion
fc11(L) at L = Li with the property that
fc11(L) = fc11 +O
(
e−ML
)
where fc11 is the value predited by the innite volume quantum eld theory. Unfortunately
our numerial results (even after extrapolation in the trunation level) do not have suient
preision to t the exponential term in a reliable way. Therefore we will not perform this
extrapolation in the sequel, and restrit ourselves to quoting the values of fc11 as measured
at eah level rossing separately in the Ising ase; in the sine-Gordon ase trunation errors
allowed us to use only the rst level rossing, i.e. the one that ours at the smallest value
of the volume.
5 Results
5.1 Ising model
5.1.1 Testing the mini-Hamiltonian oeient C
It is interesting to hek whether the improved mini-Hamiltonian desription (3.18) is
onsistent with the numerial data. The orret formula for B an be tested by omparing
the results for the deay width extrated using the Breit-Wigner method, and will be
preformed in subsetion 5.1.2 below. Here we perform a quik test for the oeient C.
Let us take the sum of the two energy levels E1(L) +E2 (L) at the volume where the level
rossing ours at λ = 0. Then using the results of subsetion (3.1.3) this must be equal
to
E1(L0) + E2(L0) = 2mc + λ(A(L0) + C(L0))
when taken at L = L0 where L0 is the volume where the levels ross. Using TCSA data
with trunation level ecut = 27, we measured this energy at ve dierent values of the
integrability breaking oupling t = −0.003,−0.001, 0, 0.001, 0.003, at the the rst three
level rossing. The results were then tted by a linear funtion, parameterized as
E11(L0) + Ec(L0)
m1
= a+ bt
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Numeris (TCSA) mini-Hamiltonian predition
L0 a b b (DGM) b (naive) b (improved)
18.152 4.52877 −3.598 −0.509 −3.580 −3.974
24.900 4.80039 −4.348 −0.947 −4.016 −4.364
34.184 4.81197 −4.586 −1.263 −4.334 −4.616
Table 5.1: Testing the eet of the disonneted term and the nite volume state density
fator on the mini-Hamiltonian desription. We ompare the TCSA data to three al-
ternatives: the DGM result (3.13), the naive mini-Hamiltonian (3.16) and the improved
version (3.18). Due to residual nite size eets, the omparison between the naive and
the improved mini-Hamiltonian at the rst level rossing annot be taken seriously.
and are summarized in table 5.1. The theoretial value of a is
a =
2m4
m1
= 4.80973 . . .
It is obvious that to get agreement with the TCSA results, both the disonneted
term and the orret nite volume normalization of two-partile states must be taken into
aount. Another important point is that residual nite size eets are largest at the rst
level rossing, where a = 4.52877 is quite far from the theoretial value, therefore one
annot distinguish between the naive and the improved mini-Hamiltonian methods. On
the other hand, the results at the other two level rossings show that both the disonneted
terms and the improvement is needed in order to get appropriate agreement with the
numerial data.
5.1.2 Deay widths
We measured deay width for the proess A4 → A1 + A1 at three level rossings, while
A5 → A1 + A1 was measured at one level rossing. We extrated the form fator matrix
elements f411 and f511 using all the three methods (naive mini-Hamiltonian  equivalent
with the DGM one for the ase of the deay width, improved mini-Hamiltonian and Breit-
Wigner method) and the end results (after trunation level extrapolation) are presented
in tables 5.2 and 5.3.
From table 5.2 we an see that indeed it is the improved mini-Hamiltonian method
(rather than the naive one) whih is onsistent with the Breit-Wigner approah. It is
also apparent that the extrated values do hange with the volume, and that the naive
mini-Hamiltonian method signiantly overshoots the theoretial predition, while both
the improved mini-Hamiltonian and Breit-Wigner methods are in reasonable agreement
with it (within 1% at the 3rd level rossing).
In the ase of the matrix element f511 trunation errors are expeted to be higher
beause the levels lie muh higher in the spetrum. This observation is borne out by the
data presented in table 5.3, where we gave the data at the two largest values of ecut instead
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n m1L0 naive mH (o/e) improved mH (o/e) Breit-Wigner (o/e)
1 18.152 37.658/37.662 33.422/33.426 33.255/33.336
2 24.900 38.871/38.939 35.736/35.799 34.574/34.887
3 34.184 39.099/* 36.829/* 36.318/*
Table 5.2: The measured values of f411 where n is the label of the level rossing, L0 is the
plae of the level rossing for t = 0 and the last three olumns give the result extrated
using the method indiated at the top. The two numbers given are the extrapolated values
in the trunation level for ecut =odd/even (∗s indiate the ases where the data ould not
be reliably extrapolated). The theoretial predition is f411 = 36.730.
n m1L0 naive mH (27/28) improved mH (27/28) Breit-Wigner (27/28)
1 23.206 21.011/21.120 20.244/20.349 18.551/18.612
Table 5.3: The measured values of f511 at the rst level rossing. L0 is the plae of the level
rossing for t = 0 and the last three olumns give the result extrated using the method
indiated at the top. The theoretial predition is f511 = 19.163. Data at the seond
and higher rossings already have too large trunation errors. Some of the data ould not
be extrapolated in the trunation level; therefore we only quote the values measured at
ecut = 27 and 28.
of extrapolating them in the trunation level, beause in most ases the extrapolation
funtion (4.7) ould not be tted in a reliable way. The variation of the primary quantities
∆δ used in the Breit-Wigner method and the minimum energy split used in both mini-
Hamiltonian methods as a funtion of t also shows muh larger t2 eets (but dereasing t
is not possible beyond a ertain limit beause of the presene of the residual line splitting
4.6). Therefore the mathing between the Breit-Wigner and the improved mini-Hamilton
methods is less preise, but the latter is still somewhat loser to the Breit-Wigner result
than the naive version. Despite the muh higher errors the two best estimates 20.349 (from
the improved mini-Hamiltonian method) and 18.612 (from the Breit-Wigner method) are
still within a few perent of the theoretial value 19.163.
5.2 Double sine-Gordon model
For onveniene, we parameterize the sine-Gordon oupling as follows
β =
√
4π
R
, ξ =
1
2R2 − 1
In table 5.4 we ompare the measured values of s311 (see eq. (2.13)) for the three
methods with the preditions, using the rst level rossing (for a plot, see gure 5.1). For
the mini-Hamiltonian methods, the values in the table are the averages of the two sepa-
rate extrapolations for ecut =even/odd, while the errors shown are the estimated residual
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Figure 5.1: The theoretial value of s311 plotted against ξ, together with the numerial
results obtained with the naive and the improved mini-Hamiltonian methods (Breit-
Wigner data are omitted, sine they are not signiantly dierent from the latter). The
error bars inlude only the residual trunation errors (the residual nite size errors are not
estimated).
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R nmH imH BW (e/o) FFPT ML0 e
−m1L0
1.44 0.931± 0.025 0.821± 0.021 */* 0.7759 16.469 10−7
1.5 1.328± 0.038 1.185± 0.034 */* 1.1694 12.398 2 · 10−6
1.6 0.959± 0.012 0.883± 0.011 0.904/0.893 0.9303 11.588 0.0002
1.7 0.630± 0.004 0.592± 0.003 0.584/0.587 0.6383 11.927 0.0005
1.9 0.286± 0.001 0.274± 0.001 */0.269 0.2917 13.615 0.0011
2.2 0.1076± 0.0002 0.1046± 0.0002 0.110031/0.110031 0.0999 17.475 0.0018
2.5 0.04867± 2 · 10−5 0.04767± 2 · 10−5 */0.049951 0.0392 22.309 0.0023
2.6 0.03845± 6 · 10−5 0.03773± 6 · 10−5 0.041271/0.041283 0.0295 24.089 0.0024
2.7 0.03075± 5 · 10−5 0.03022± 5 · 10−5 0.033467/0.033403 0.0224 25.946 0.0025
Table 5.4: Measured values of s311 using the mini-Hamiltonian and Breit-Wigner meth-
ods. The olumn label nmH orresponds to the naive, while imH to the improved
mini-Hamiltonian method. The next olumn ontain the results of the Breit-Wigner
method extrapolated for even/odd trunation levels, respetively, whih also give a rela-
tively good estimate of residual trunation errors. FFPT labels the theoretial predition,
and the last two olumns ontain the volume orresponding to the level rossing at t = 0
and the harateristi suppression fator of the leading nite size orretion. The ∗'s la-
bel the ases where the Breit-Wigner data ould not be extrapolated meaningfully in the
trunation level.
trunation errors alulated dividing the dierene of the two extrapolated values by 2.
Beause the trunation level extrapolation for the Breit-Wigner method is more problem-
ati (at least for some values of R), we show the results for even/odd trunation levels
separately. Trunation errors inrease with dereasing R, and indeed this is most promi-
nently shown by the relative deviation of the measured and theoretial value at R = 1.44
where the Breit-Wigner method is not appliable due to the fat that albeit theoretially
the ondition of the monotonous derease of the bakground phase shift
dδ0
dE
< 0
is still satised, the numerial data fail to have this property. In addition, the value of
L0 for R = 1.44 is also signiantly larger than for R = 1.5, whih inreases trunation
errors too. For larger R the deviation between TCSA numeris and FFPT seems to be
ontrolled by the residual nite size eets. Higher level rossing show too large trunation
eets, and are not useful for numerial analysis. Therefore there are not enough data to
estimate the residual nite size eets, and to get some idea of their magnitude we quote
the exponential suppression fator haraterizing their deay with the volume. Note that
this is not a very preise estimate sine there must ertainly be additional dependene on
ξ and on some power of L0, the form of whih is not known. However, it aptures the
tendeny orretly: the residual nite size orretions inrease with R, again making the
measurements at higher values of R less preise.
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It is also obvious that the improvement of the mini-Hamiltonian method is most
important for smaller R and for R = 1.5 . . . 1.9 it is required to get appropriate agreement
with the Breit-Wigner method. For larger values of R the improvement is too small to draw
any useful distintion between the naive and the improved methods. At R = 1.44 we see
that despite the problems with the Breit-Wigner method, the improved mini-Hamiltonian
method is still appliable and is in reasonable agreement with the theoretial predition
(relative deviation 6%), while the naive (DGM) version is again o the mark with a relative
deviation of 20%.
On the other hand, note that the deviations in the range R = 1.44 . . . 2.2 obtained at
the rst level rossing are omparable in magnitude to those obtained in the ase of the
Ising model for the proess A4 → A1 + A1 at the seond level rossing and so we onsider
the agreement with the theoretial preditions fully satisfatory.
6 Conlusions and outlook
In this paper we investigated the signatures of resonanes in nite volume quantum eld
theory. The entral result of the paper is the development of two methods: (a) the Breit-
Wigner method utilizing the standard parameterization of the resonant ontribution to the
two-partile phase shift, and (b) the improved mini-Hamiltonian method based on the
expliit Hamiltonian desription of quantum eld theory, to extrat (partial) deay widths
of partiles given the nite volume spetrum.
We have shown the equivalene between these methods to rst order in the resonane
width (i.e. for narrow resonanes). As a further result of this investigation, we now
have a nite size desription of the resolution of level rossings whih brings Lüsher's
desription of nite size eets, the Breit-Wigner parameterization of resonanes, the
mini-Hamiltonian method and form fator perturbation theory together in a onsistent
framework.
Both methods are extremely simple to implement numerially sine all what is needed
is to nd a minimum/maximum of some onvex/onave funtion (the level splitting as a
funtion of the volume or the phase shifts extrated from the two levels as a funtion of
energy). However, the Breit-Wigner method does not seem to be as robust numerially
under extrapolation in the trunation level (i.e. the UV ut-o) as the improved mini-
Hamiltonian method, so the latter appears to be preferable.
Using the mahinery available in the realm of 1+1 dimensional quantum eld theo-
ries, namely form fator perturbation theory and trunated onformal spae approah we
demonstrated the eieny of these methods, by showing agreement between the numer-
ially extrated deay matrix elements and the theoretial ones in many ases up to a
preision of 1 to 7% (as shown in gure 5.1). The most important fator in ahieving this
level of preision this is that both methods measure diretly eets proportional to
√
Γ
(where Γ is the resonane width) in ontrast to other methods proposed in the literature
(suh as the plateau slope method in [8℄) whih attempt to detet eets of order Γ.
Therefore, our methods are muh more sensitive when the resonane is narrow. Another
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important advantage of methods (a) and (b) is that they only need data from a small
viinity of the level rossings resolved by the nite width of the resonane, while (as dis-
ussed at the end of subsetion 3.1.2) tting a Breit-Wigner shape diretly to the extrated
phase shift is not as reliable beause it uses data from an extended range of the volume
(ontaining two subsequent level rossings), and the residual nite size eets introdue
signiant distortion in the shape of the resonane urve.
It is lear that sine the neessary desription of nite size eets exists in arbitrary
dimensions [31, 30, 8℄, the development of the two methods in Setion 3 an be generalized
to any number of spae-time dimensions in a straightforward way and the results of the
present work an be extended to more interesting theories formulated e.g. on the lattie.
We remark that even the form fator approah to the alulation of the deay width has its
3 + 1 dimensional ounterpart in the desription of the weak deays of hadrons, where the
appropriate form fator is the hadroni matrix element of the weak urrent. The ruial
issue is whether the neessary preision in the measurement of nite size eets an be
attained. Therefore the most important open problem is to extend these results to theories
in physial (3+1) spae-time dimensions, and in partiular to phenomenologially relevant
models.
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A The 311 form fator
In this paper we only alulate the deay width for the simplest possible ase B3 →
B1 + B1. In order to aomplish this, we need the form fator of the perturbing eld
Ψ = cos
(
β
2
Φ+ δ
)
FΨ311 (ϑ1, ϑ2, ϑ3) = 〈0| cos
(
β
2
Φ + δ
)
|B3(ϑ1)B1(ϑ2)B1(ϑ3)〉
In [37℄ Lukyanov obtained a losed expression for the form fators of exponential operators
with any number of B1-s in the asymptoti state. It an be written as an expetation value
F a1...1 (ϑn, . . . , ϑ1) = 〈0| exp (iaΦ) |B1(ϑn) . . .B1(ϑ1)〉 = Ga〈Λ(ϑn) . . .Λ(ϑ1)〉
where
Λ(ϑ) =
λ¯ (ξ)
2 sin πξ
(
e−i
apiξ
β e−iω(ϑ+i
pi
2
) − eiapiξβ eiω(ϑ−ipi2 )
)
λ¯ (ξ) = 2 cos
(
πξ
2
)√
2 sin
(
πξ
2
)
exp
(
−
∫ πξ
0
dt
2π
t
sin t
)
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and the expetation value an be omputed using Wik's theorem for the generalized free
eld ω (in a multipliative form) with
〈eiαω(ϑ)〉 = 1
〈
N∏
j=1
eiαjω(ϑj)〉 =
N−1∏
j=1
N∏
k=j+1
R (ϑk − ϑj)αkαj
where
R (ϑ) = N exp
{
8
∫ ∞
0
dt
t
sinh t sinh tξ sinh t(1 + ξ)
sinh2 2t
sinh2 t
(
1− iϑ
π
)}
(A.1)
N = exp
{
4
∫ ∞
0
dt
t
sinh t sinh tξ sinh t(1 + ξ)
sinh2 2t
}
(the integral representation is only valid in the strip −2π + πξ < ℑmϑ < −πξ) is the
so-alled minimal B1B1 form fator satisfying
R(−ϑ) = S11(ϑ)R(ϑ)
R(−iπ + ϑ) = R(−iπ − ϑ) (A.2)
where S11(ϑ) is the B1 − B1 two-partile sattering amplitude. Furthermore
Ga(β) = 〈eiaΦ〉 =

M
√
πΓ
(
4π
8π−β2
)
2Γ
(
β2/2
8π−β2
)


a2
4pi
(A.3)
× exp


∫ ∞
0
dt
t

 sinh2 (aβ4π t)
2 sinh
(
β2
8π
t
)
cosh
((
1− β2
8π
)
t
)
sinh t
− a
2
4π
e−2t




is the exat vauum expetation value of the exponential eld [38℄.
Performing the Wik ontrations expliitly we obtain
〈Λ(ϑ1) . . .Λ(ϑn)〉 =
(
− λ¯
2 sin πξ
)n ∑
{αj=±1}
{( n∏
j=1
αje
αj i
apiξ
β
)
×
n−1∏
j=1
n∏
k=j
R
(
ϑk − ϑj − (αk − αj)iπ
2
)αkαj }
where the sum goes over all the 2n possible ongurations of the auxiliary variables
αj = ±1. Using the identity
R(ϑ)R(ϑ± iπ) = sinh ϑ
sinh ϑ∓ i sin πξ (A.4)
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we an write
R
(
ϑk − ϑj − (αk − αj)iπ
2
)αkαj
=
(
1 + i
αk − αj
2
sin πξ
sinh ϑ
)
R (ϑk − ϑj)
The end result is
F a1...1 (ϑ1, . . . , ϑn) = Ga
(
− λ¯
2 sin πξ
)n
P an (ϑn, . . . , ϑ1)
n−1∏
j=1
n∏
k=j+1
R (ϑk − ϑj)
P an (ϑ1, . . . , ϑn) =
∑
{αj=±1}
{(
n∏
j=1
αje
αj i
apiξ
β
)
n−1∏
j=1
n∏
k=j+1
(
1 + i
αk − αj
2
sin πξ
sinh (ϑk − ϑj)
)}
The parity properties of the form fators are determined by
P−an = (−1)n P an
As a result we obtain
〈0| cos (aΦ) |B1(ϑ1) . . .B1(ϑn)〉 = 1 + (−1)
n
2
〈0| exp (iaΦ) |B1(ϑ1) . . .B1(ϑn)〉
〈0| sin (aΦ) |B1(ϑ1) . . .B1(ϑn)〉 = 1− (−1)
n
2i
〈0| exp (iaΦ) |B1(ϑ1) . . . B1(ϑn)〉
Form fators of higher breather an be omputed using the bootstrap fusion rules [9℄. To
obtain B3 one an fuse 2 B1-s into a B2 and then a B1 and a B2 into a B3. The fusion
angles and three-partile ouplings an be read o the B1 − B1 and B1 − B2 S matries
[29℄
S11 =
sinhϑ+ i sin πξ
sinhϑ− i sin πξ (A.5)
S12 =
sinhϑ+ i sin π
2
ξ
sinhϑ− i sin π
2
ξ
sinh ϑ+ i sin 3π
2
ξ
sinh ϑ− i sin 3π
2
ξ
If the partile c ours as a bound state of a and b then the orresponding S matrix has a
pole
Sab (ϑ ∼ iucab) ∼
i|γcab|2
ϑ− iucab
from whih we obtain (hoosing the three-partile ouplings real and positive)
u211 = πξ , γ
2
11 =
√
2 tanπξ
u312 =
3π
2
ξ , γ312 =
√
2
tanπξ tan 3π
2
ξ
tan π
2ξ
Therefore the 311 form fator an be obtained starting from a 5-partile 11111 form fator
and fusing the rst three B1 partiles into a B3. This means that the deay proess
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B3 → B1 + B1 has a non-vanishing amplitude to leading order only if δ 6= 0. Indeed, for
δ = 0 this proess (and its generalization B2n+1 → B1 + B1) is entirely forbidden by the
C-parity of the breathers.
Using the notation xj = e
ϑj
we get the following result for the 5-partile form fator
F a11111 (ϑ1, . . . , ϑ5) = Gaλ¯5Qa11111 (ϑ1, . . . , ϑ5)
4∏
j=1
5∏
k=j+1
R (ϑk − ϑj) (A.6)
Qa11111 (ϑ1, . . . , ϑ5) = −i[a]


[a]4 − [a]2 + ([a]
2(σ1σ4 − σ5) + σ5) (σ2σ3 − 4σ5 cos2 πξ)
4∏
j=1
5∏
k=j+1
(xj + xk)


where the elementary symmetri polynomials σk are dened by the generating funtion
5∏
j=1
(xj + x) =
5∑
k=0
x5−kσk
and
[a] =
sin πξa
β
sin πξ
In the following we hoose δ = −π/2 beause it will be onvenient later due to another
Z2 symmetry whih exists at this point (and whih, on the other hand, forbids every
proess B2n → B1+B1 to the lowest order). Then the form fators of the perturbing eld
Ψ = sin β
2
Φ an be written as
FΨ1...1 (ϑ1, . . . , ϑn) = 〈0| sin
(
β
2
Φ
)
|B1(ϑ1) . . . B1(ϑn)〉 = −iF β/21...1 (ϑ1, . . . , ϑn)
for n odd.
First we fuse two B1's to obtain the form fator F2111. The relevant equation is
iγ211F
Ψ
2111 (ϑ1, ϑ3, ϑ4, ϑ5) = Res
ǫ=0
FΨ11111
(
ϑ1 +
1
2
(iπξ − ǫ) , ϑ1 − 1
2
(iπξ − ǫ) , ϑ3, ϑ4, ϑ5
)
The only singularity omes from the fator R (ϑ2 − ϑ1) in (A.6). The residue an be
alulated quite simply due to (A.2) with the result
Res
ϑ=−iπξ
R (ϑ) = Res
ϑ=−iπξ
S11 (−ϑ)R (−ϑ) = i
(
γ211
)2
R (iπξ)
and we get
FΨ2111 (ϑ1, ϑ3, ϑ4, ϑ5) = Gβ/2λ¯5γ211R (iπξ)QΨ11111
(
ϑ1 +
iπξ
2
, ϑ1 − iπξ
2
, ϑ3, ϑ4, ϑ5
)
×
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4∏
j=3
5∏
k=j+1
R (ϑk − ϑj)
5∏
l=3
R
(
ϑl − ϑ1 − iπξ
2
)
R
(
ϑl − ϑ1 + iπξ
2
)
where QΨ11111 = −iQβ/211111
Now we fuse B1 and B2 into B3
iγ312F
Ψ
311 (ϑ1, ϑ4, ϑ5) = Res
ǫ=0
FΨ211
(
ϑ1 +
1
2
iπξ − ǫ
2
, ϑ1 − iπξ + ǫ
2
, ϑ4, ϑ5
)
Using the same triks as above plus the identity
S11 (2iπξ) =
tan 3πξ
2
tan πξ
2
=
(
γ312
γ211
)2
we obtain
FΨ311 (ϑ1, ϑ4, ϑ5) = Gβ/2λ¯5γ211γ312R (iπξ)2R (2iπξ)×
QΨ11111 (ϑ1, ϑ4, iπξ + ϑ5, ϑ5,−iπξ + ϑ5, )×
R (ϑ5 − ϑ4)
∏
j=4,5
[R (ϑj − ϑ1 + iπξ)R (ϑj − ϑ1)R (ϑj − ϑ1 − iπξ)]
To obtain the deay rate we need
f311 =
∣∣FΨ311 (iπ, ϑc,−ϑc)∣∣
where the rapidity ϑc of the outgoing B1 partiles an be omputed from
2 cosh (ϑc) =
m3
m1
=
sin 3πξ
2
sin πξ
2
The result an be written as
f311 = Gβ/2λ¯5γ211γ312Q11111 (ξ)R311 (ξ)
where
Q11111 (ξ) = −QΨ11111 (ϑc,−ϑc, iπ(1 + ξ), iπ, iπ(1− ξ))
=
(1 + 2 cosπξ) (1 + 2 cosπξ + 2 cos 2πξ)
64 cosπξ cos5 πξ
2
and
R311 (ξ) =
∣∣∣R (iπξ)2R (2iπξ)R (−2ϑc)×
R (ϑc − iπ(1− ξ))R (ϑc − iπ)R (ϑc − iπ(1 + ξ))×
R (−ϑc − iπ(1− ξ))R (−ϑc − iπ)R (−ϑc − iπ(1 + ξ))
∣∣∣
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We an make use of eq. (A.4) to shift the arguments of the R(2ϑc), R(iπξ) and R(2iπξ)
fators into the validity range of the integral representation (A.1). The result is
R311 (ξ) = 1
2
∣∣∣∣∣ sinh 2ϑcsinh 2ϑc − i sin πξ
cosπξ
2 cosπξ + 1
R (ϑc − iπ(1− ξ))2R (ϑc − iπ)2R (ϑc − iπ(1 + ξ))2
R (iπ(ξ − 1))2R (iπ(2ξ − 1))R (−2ϑc − iπ)
∣∣∣∣∣
For the dimensionless matrix element s311 we obtain
s311 (ξ) =
f311
M
ξ
2+2ξ
= G˜ (ξ) λ¯ (ξ)5 2 tanπξ
√
tan 3πξ
2
tan πξ
2
Q11111 (ξ)R311 (ξ) (A.7)
where
G˜ (ξ) =
[√
πΓ
(
1+ξ
2
)
2Γ
(
ξ
2
)
] ξ
2+2ξ
exp


∫ ∞
0
dt
2t

 sinh
(
ξt
1+ξ
)
cosh
(
t
1+ξ
)
sinh t
− ξ
1 + ξ
e−2t




B Extrating ∆δ = min δ1−max δ2 from the mini-Hamiltonian
We start from the expression (3.7) for the two levels
E1,2 = mc + Aλ− α(L− Lmin)±
√
α2(L− Lmin)2 +B2λ2
From this the phase shift funtions δ1,2 dened in (3.5) an be expressed as funtions of L
δ1,2(L) = −L
√(
E1,2(L)
2
)2
−m21
We demonstrate how to nd the extremal value of δ1(L). We solve the equation
dδ1(L)
dL
= 0
by substituting L = Lmin + κλ and expanding in λ. The lowest non-vanishing order is λ
0
and we nd the following equation for κ
m2c − 4m21 − L0mc
(
α− α
2κ√
B2 + α2κ2
)
= 0
Solving this equation and substituting the solution bak into δ1, we nd that to linear
order in λ
min δ1 = −L0
√(mc
2
)2
−m21 +Bλ
√−(m2c − 4m21 − 2αL0mc)
2α
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Performing a similar alulation for δ2 we obtain
max δ2 = −L0
√(mc
2
)2
−m21 −Bλ
√−(m2c − 4m21 − 2αL0mc)
2α
The dierene is
min δ1 −max δ2 = Bλ
√−(m2c − 4m21 − 2αL0mc)
α
(B.1)
We an go further by alulating the slope of the phase shift at λ = 0. The energy of the
two-partile level (the one whih is not independent of L) is then
E = mc − 2α(L− L0) (B.2)
Using
δλ=0(E) = −L(E)
√(
E
2
)2
−m21
we get
dδλ=0
dE
∣∣∣∣
E=mc
=
m2c − 4m21 − 2αL0mc
4α
√
m2c − 4m21
whih must be negative for the Breit-Wigner method to apply, so eq. (B.1) makes sense.
To leading order in λ δλ=0 an be substituted with the bakground phase shift δ0 and mc
with the resonane position E0 and so we obtain
min δ1 −max δ2 = 2Bλ
√
− 1
α
√
m2c − 4m21
dδ0
dE
∣∣∣∣
E=E0
C The mini-Hamiltonian oeient C
C.1 Determining C from nite size orretions
Let us alulate the shift of a two-partile level to rst order in λ. For zero total momentum,
the relations (3.1) an be reformulated as
L
√(
E (λ)
2
)2
−m1(λ)2 + δ(E (λ) , λ) = 2nπ
To rst order in λ, we get the following equation for the energy shift δE:
L
EδE
4
−m1δm1√(
E
2
)2 −m21 +
dδ0(E)
dE
δE +
∂δ(E, λ)
∂λ
λ = 0
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where E is the energy, m1 is the partile mass and δ0(E) is the phase shift at λ = 0, whih
satisfy
L
√(
E
2
)2
−m21 + δ0(E) = 2nπ (C.1)
and δm1 is the mass shift to rst order in λ. As a result
δE =
Lm1δm1 −
√(
E
2
)2 −m21 ∂δ(E,λ=0)∂λ λ
LE
4
+
√(
E
2
)2 −m21 dδ0(E)dE
Using (2.4) we an write at the level rossing L = L0 (reall that E(L0) = mc)
−
√(mc
2
)2
−m21
∂δ(mc, λ)
∂λ
∣∣∣∣
λ=0
= ie−iδ0(mc)
√(mc
2
)2
−m21
∂S11(mc, λ)
∂λ
∣∣∣∣
λ=0
= m1 sinhϑ
(c11)
1
S11
(
−2ϑ(c11)1
)
FΨ1111
(
iπ, 2ϑ
(c11)
1 + iπ, 0, 2ϑ
(c11)
1
)
m21 sinh 2ϑ
(c11)
1
=
FΨ1111
(
ϑ
(c11)
1 + iπ,−ϑ(c11)1 + iπ,−ϑ(c11)1 , ϑ(c11)1
)
mc
From (2.3)
m1δm1 = λF
Ψ
11(iπ, 0)
On the other hand, using E(L) = 2
√
p(L) +m21 (with the two partiles having momentum
±p(L)) we get from (C.1)
LE
4
+
√(
E
2
)2
−m21
dδ0(E)
dE
= −pE
4
dL
dp
→
L=L0
mc
4
(
−1
p
dp(L)
dL
)∣∣∣
L=L0
and so we obtain
C =
(
−1
p
dp(L)
dL
)∣∣∣∣
L=L0

4FΨ1111
(
ϑ
(c11)
1 + iπ,−ϑ(c11)1 + iπ,−ϑ(c11)1 , ϑ(c11)1
)
m2c
+ L0
4FΨ11(iπ, 0)
mc


C.2 Disonneted parts of the four-partile matrix element
We need to determine the matrix element 〈A1(p)A1(−p)|Ψ(0)|A1(p)A1(−p)〉L=L0 . Return-
ing to rapidity variables and using the rossing properties of form fators we an write (in
innite volume)
in〈A1(ϑ3)A1(ϑ4)|Ψ(0)|A1(ϑ1)A1(ϑ2)〉in = FΨ1111 (ϑ3 + iπ, ϑ4 + iπ, ϑ1, ϑ2) +
2πδ(ϑ1 − ϑ3)F11 (ϑ4 + iπ, ϑ2) +
2πδ(ϑ2 − ϑ4)F11 (ϑ3 + iπ, ϑ1) +
2πδ(ϑ1 − ϑ3)δ(ϑ2 − ϑ4)〈0|Ψ(0)|0〉
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The last term an be dropped beause it is related to the vauum energy shift, but we
normalized the nite volume energy levels by subtrating the ground state. In [1℄, the
other two disonneted piees were aneled by mass shift ounter terms; however, the
nite volume Hamiltonian does not ontain suh terms. The δ funtions an be written as
2πδ (ϑ1 − ϑ2) = 2πδ(p1 − p2)m1 coshϑ1
and in nite volume (L0)
2πδ (ϑ1 − ϑ2)|ϑ1=ϑ2 = L0m1 coshϑ1
We need the matrix element at the speial rapidity values ϑ1 = −ϑ2 = ϑ3 = −ϑ4 = ϑ(c11)1
(reall that mc = 2m1 coshϑ
(c11)
1 ) whih gives
〈A1(p)A1(−p)|Ψ(0)|A1(p)A1(−p)〉L=L0 = FΨ1111
(
ϑ
(c11)
1 + iπ,−ϑ(c11)1 + iπ,−ϑ(c11)1 , ϑ(c11)1
)
+
mcL0F
Ψ
11 (iπ, 0)
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